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                                                                                                 Empowering  

                                        Enablement 
 

We make your systems come to life 

JD Enterprises is a unique firm. Unlike the traditional 

IT consultancy company we don’t focus on selling you 

on software for your business. Our focus is making the 

software fully functional for your organization. We 

utilize a business process analysis to research and 

identify your existing business model and then 

customize your software applications to match your 

organizations unique business processes.  

Automation & Integration Combined 

Even though there is a need for constant checks and balances in your business, the purpose of incorporating 

software into your business processes is to eliminate redundancies, automate processes and make each 

employee more efficient. We understand this need but we also understand how to properly automate your 

business processes so that all areas of your organization (from sales, to inventory management, to shipping, 

and even forecast modeling) are all in sync with each other.  

We provide controls which allow your systems to 

speak to each other and deliver important information. 

If you have a sales quote that is approved we can 

ensure that your delivery processes are updated 

immediately and your reports show these updates 

instantly. The ability to be fully automated and 

efficient from start to finish gives you the power to 

focus on growth and enhance your business output 

and increase your ROI.  
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We get rid of the clutter and let you focus on what matters 

Often times software is cumbersome not because of its intended application but because there are features 

and processes that come with it that you will never need or use. Having these items in the way slows 

processes as users attempt to figure out and locate where they are supposed to be and how to use the 

system.  

In order to run your business effectively the ability to adapt to technology is critical and we understand that. 

Our team can clean up your systems and remove the clutter making your adoption rates easier and processes 

run faster.  

We don’t leave you in the dark 

Our team of professionals will provide you with not only functional systems for your business but we will train 

you on them, provide materials to assist you in adopting the technology and provide long term support on any 

and all customized work that we do for you. This helps to ensure that you can focus on what matters most in 

your business and we will focus on keeping it running for you.  

How can we begin to assist you? 

Contact us today and we will schedule a review session to discuss your current needs and assess ways that we 

can help you. We never require a commitment for this and will be happy to provide you with a range of 

options for you to decide on. If you are interested in learning more or ready to get started and want to speak 

with us you can contact us at:  or go to our website to learn more info@jdenterprisesllc.com

.  www.jdenterprisesllc.com

Don’t hesitate. We are here and 

ready to help!  
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